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Section A                                 Poetry                             (25 marks) 

CHOOSE ONE  QUESTION FROM THIS SECTION. 

1. Discuss the poet’s treatment of power and creation in the poem ‘The 

Tiger’. 

2. ‘The Lesson’ describes an event that was a learning experience for the 

boy.  Discuss 

3. From the poems you studied this year choose one which deals with fear 

and say whether this fear was justified or not.  Link your answers to the 

poem/s. 

 ________________________________________________________________ 

Section B                                Prose                              (25 marks) 

CHOOSE ONE QUESTION FROM THIS SECTION. 

1. Describe in detail an incident in Animal Farm which has remained vivid in 

your mind.  Explain its importance in the story. 

2. Choose TWO characters in Animal Farm and write about their role in the 

development of the story and what they represent in history. 

3. Why did the animals revolt against the system and what role did Old 

Major’s dream play in this revolt? 



__________________________________________________ 

Section C                                Drama_____________ (25 marks) 

CHOOSE EITHER QUESTION 1 OR QUESTION 2. (If you choose 

question 2 make sure you answer all the questions a-e) 

1. Antonio is a main character.  Describe him as a person, find instances 

from the play which support what you state and show his importance in 

the development of the plot (story). 

2. The suitors had to make a choice of the three caskets. 

 What did the inscription on each casket say? 

 What were the conditions attached to this choice? 

 Why did Portia’s father devise such a choice? 

 How does Portia feel about this situation? 

 How does Nerissa try to reassure her about this situation? 

 

Section D___   ______UNSEEN TEXT____   _____  25marks__ 

Answer ALL Questions In This Section. 

Lone Dog        by Irene McLead 

I’m a lean dog, a keen dog, a wild dog and lone, 

I’m a rough dog, a tough dog, hunting on my own! 

I’m a bad dog, a mad dog, teasing silly sheep; 

I love to sit and bay the moon and keep fat souls from sleep. 

 

I’ll never be a lap dog, licking dirty feet, 

A sleek dog, a meek* dog, cringing* for my meat. 

Not for me the fireside, the well-filled plate, 

But shut door and sharp stone and cuff and kick and hate. 

 



Not for me the other dogs, running by my side, 

Some have run a short while, but none of them would bide*. 

O mine is still the lone trail, the hard trail, the best, 

Wide wind and wild stars and the hunger of the quest*. 

           

        *Word Bank 
        meek          - quiet, well-behaved 

        cringing      - bowing down low 

        bide             - stay 

        quest           - journey to find something 

Questions. 
 

1. Who is the persona in the poem? (1 mark) 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. How can you tell that the lone dog is proud of himself? (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. What makes him different from the other dogs? (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. What does the lone dog enjoy about his life style? (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. “I’m a lean dog, a keen dog” is an example of internal rhyme – quote 2 

other examples from the poem. (1 mark each) 

a_______________________________________________________________

b_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

6. How does Irene McLead show that the lone dog belongs in nature?(2 

mark) 



________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Quote ONE alliteration. (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. What do you think –“the hunger of the quest” means? (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. Which stanza clearly indicates the dog does not like the life of comfort 

when he has to beg for his food?  Stanza_________________(1 mark) 

 

10.  Look at the repetition in the poem: ‘lean dog’, ‘keen dog’, ‘wild dog’, 

‘rough dog’… and so on.  Why do you think the poet repeats these 

phrases in this way? (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

11.  Write the rhyme scheme of the poem. (1 mark) 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

12.  Comment on structure of the poem.(2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

13.  Why do you like the poem? (4 marks) 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
 


